
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surf Life Saving New Zealand – Southern Region 

Sargood Sport House, 40 Logan Park Drive, Dunedin 9016.  PO Box 969, Dunedin 9054.  www.surflifesaving.org.nz 

SLSNZ Southern Region LLC Meeting 

Thursday 16th June 2016, downstairs board room, Sport Otago 

 

Meeting Participants: J Davies, J Coombes, M Andrews, D Henderson (phone), M Corboy, J Dobson, F Michael (phone), M Familton, C Burrow 

 

SLSNZ: S Clutterbuck  

 

Apologies: D Trembath, B Wolf, D McPhee 

 

    Meeting Started: 6:02pm 

Agenda Item Discussion Notes Decision / Action Items 

1. Welcome and 

Apologies 

J Davies welcomed all to the rescheduled meeting, due to the number of 

people who could not attend on the 1st June 2016. Tonight’s apologies were D 

Trembath, B Wolf and D McPhee. 

 

2. Previous Minutes Sailing Gloves – M Corboy: The Kevla’s will rip. S Clutterbuck to get a quote 

on sailing gloves from Read Marine. 

 

Skeggs – J Davies: Next round we will advise all athletes the LSC expects 

attendance to all events they are applying for funding in and if they don’t, to 

expect consequences from the LSC. 

 

D Donovan, Sport Otago/Skeggs Representative informed me we as a LSC 

committee cannot remove applications even if we don’t think they are of 

standard. The sign off page is to say they still compete for a club in the region.  

The ranking system is just a suggestion not a finalised document.  

It is also more beneficial to hand all applications in as an RSO. 

 

Successful candidates in March 2016 were: C Doyle, D Familton, N Wolf, O 

Gold, A Thompson, A Ibbotson, E Fairweather, L Matehaere, M Wolf, P Aburn, 

Revisit after new quote.  



 

 

A Wiparata, A Kennedy-Atchison, C Donegan, J Fairweather, O Andrew, R 

McNaugton. Coaches: J Coombes, O Woods.  

Cam B: Investigate whether we can claim 2 x radios on insurance that were 

lost at Brighton interclub. Did the LSC file feedback for SR Junior Champs?  

J Coombes: The LSC representatives gave their feedback at the SR Chairs 

meeting in April. 

3. Skills and 

Development 

The Pool Championship Training sessions facilitated by A Trembath and C 

Doyle were a success. On the first day over 25 attended from Brighton, St 

Clair and 1 from St Kilda SLSC’s. On the Sunday it was just St Clair 

competitors. The feedback was positive. 

 

As a result of this Brighton and St Clair were keen to continue pool training 

sessions, and requested if the LSC would pay for it.  

S Clutterbuck responded suggesting as it was on top of the Wednesday 

evening club training it is up to the club to cover the extra costs of pool space.  

 

Pool Space: Members have suggested there is not enough pool space. 

Brighton and St Clair joined together last night.  

J Dobson: St Kilda were happy with the space last night, and included running 

beforehand in to the programme.  

 

Next season if it continues to be too busy, clubs to advise S Clutterbuck and J 

Davies and they can decide whether more space can be covered under the LSC 

Budget.  

 

4. New Zealand 

Representative Event  

See attachment at Note #1 below: Email from National Sport Committee. 

J Davies: From the estimates in costs below, it calculates to be quite an 

expensive trip, attached to the CRC’s event.  

In principal we as the Otago/Southland region should attend this event, to 

allow for the event to come down to the Southern Region in future.  

 

M Familton: The team should apply for Skeggs funding, in the September 

round. Can competitors afford to attend the event? C Burrow: Unsure the 

parents/members can afford to attend another National paying event.  

 

J Dobson: Why not attend CRC’s instead of ERC’s effectively as this will be the 

competition to be present at this year.  

J Coombes: St Clair will always attend ERC’s as its run much like Nationals as 

it is such a big event in terms of numbers.  

J Davies: Whether we look into some funding to send the team up to CRC’s, at 

this stage it is a user pays to each person, looking at roughly $741 each.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

J Dobson: We wait and see what sort of numbers are interested in the CRC’s 

competition from other regions. Then re-evaluate down the track as it is quite 

costly for members. 

- Look in to possible funding options too. 

J Davies: Any oppose IRB’s/Surf Canoe’s. The LSC does not oppose any of 

these, add them both in. 

 

Action Points J Davies: At this stage we as an LSC won’t confirm whether we 

are going or not. Talk to S Bryce and S Clutterbuck to look at funding avenues. 

At this stage costs are not viable.  

 

M Familton: Email last year’s athletes and ask if they would be interested in 

attending if it was a user pays event and how much they would be prepared to 

pay? Suggest what the costs are estimated at.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LSC follow-up next meeting.  

 

 

 

S Clutterbuck emailed parents on 

19/7/2016. 

5. Budget Updated budget as at 15th June 2016.  

 

J Dobson: Effectively we should be developing the skills in our clubs to reach a 

self-sustainable level. Therefore, following this theory in future the Skills and 

Development funding of $3.8K should reduce over the years.  

- J Davies: We do lose coaches/membership each year.  

 

C Burrow: Battery and radio expenses, could M Corboy and C Burrow get a 

breakdown of these.  

M McDonald training, ours or Brighton SLSC invoice for the January training.  

 

C Burrow: KV Sport Expo, this should go in to another budget, it is not Sport? 

 

S Clutterbuck: C Third has gone through Sport Gear in the past few weeks and 

has put together a wish-list. See attached, Note #2. 

 

Request C Third investigate some quotes for the gear on wish list and LSC can 

re-evaluate for next year’s budget.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S Bryce followed up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S Clutterbuck and C Third will 

investigate quotes for wish list.  

6. Otago Pool 

Championship 

Next season can we add in to Activity Calendar nice and early? Membership 

can plan to attend then. 

Scheduled this year for Sunday 3rd July 2016.  

M Familton: Plan to run it in Invercargill in a 50m pool to practice for Southern 

region Champs. Open it up to the swimming clubs too.  

D Henderson: Run it more like a fun event. To fill in the lanes and go over the 

event fundamentals.  

J Coombes: Why run it in a 25m when the SR and Nationals are in a 50m pool.  

- We should be aiming for a 50m pool competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

J Dobson: We should be running it as a 25m competition as we are still in the 

building phase.  

J Davies: Club meeting, the clubs requested a 25m pool event to run as more 

a training before SR Pool Champs.  

D Henderson: Gore was very good and used 50m events opposed to 25m. 

The LSC agreed to run this year more like a pool interclub rather than champs 

and build in to next year’s activity calendar.  

Southern Region Pool Champs  

What are the clubs thoughts on restructuring the SR Pool champs programme 

to have all junior events in 1st session and Senior events in second session. 

 

This is based on the CHCH event ran recently and was extremely well received. 

After plenty of discussion the LSC was very close with their vote but agreed to 

deliver the programme with the new idea.  

 

Feedback: 

M Familton: Recovery time for athletes?  

J Dobson: Seniors would prefer it as staying whole weekend does not appeal 

to them.  

D Henderson: What do the juniors do after the event?  

S Clutterbuck update on 50m and 

25m pool difference.  

7. Expressions of 

Interest 

Move to the next LSC meeting. Next meeting we will confirm the Terms of 

Reference and finalise dates for all meetings in the next 12 months as the LSC 

could change for the 2016/17 season.  

S Clutterbuck to propose LSC on 

12th September to choose Skeggs 

Applications. 

8. Activity Calendar Move to the first meeting of the 2016/17 season. Including the State of Origin 

Idea of competitions; Mixes competitors and clubs together, an idea to try 

boost attendance. 

 

9. General Information Trailer has been tagged, M Corboy and J Coombes, said trailer has been sitting 

outside for over 10 years now.  

 

Vest Colours: Do we as an LSC mandate pink or yellow vests.  

J Coombes: Strongly suggest purchase yellow in future.  

J Davies suggest discussion for next meeting after discussions with SR Sport 

Committees on what we as a region mandate for this coming season.  

 

C Burrow: Insurance form for the floor board and radios send through to 

Max/Cam. 

C Burrow: Currently on BP Leaders for life focussing on tracking technology in 

to Sport, any info send through to C Burrow.  

 

J Coombes: This is a positive shift for competition Health and Safety. 

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday 27th July 2016, 6:00pm              Meeting Closed: 7:30pm 



 

 

 

 

Note #1: Email from National Sport Committee 

 

The National Sport Committee meet a few weeks back and discussed the rotation order for the New Zealand Representative Events. 

 

The order will be: Central Region 2017, Northern Region 2018, Southern Region 2019, Eastern Region 2020….and so on and this is based around 

that the events can’t clash with another major SLS Event (Regional Championships or area championships). 

 

The 2017 New Zealand Representative Event will be held at Waimarama Beach, 15th January 2017 which is the day after the CRC’s. 

 

Currently the event involves Crafts, Swim, Beach events as well as the Regional Surf Boat event.   

 

The National Sport Committee is seeking feedback on if we should now include IRB’s and Surf Canoes in the Representative Event and what 

representation would be best (Regional or Area).   

The IRB’s and Canoes can be delivered either as a Region Team (e.g. Eastern Region similar to the Boats) or as Areas Teams (e.g. BOP, Gisborne) 

but we need to check what our numbers are like and not wanting to stretch ourselves to early with reintroducing too much into a 1 day 

programme.  The surf boats this year were a Regional Team as it was felt that numbers are too slim in most area’s to warrant Area Teams which was 

evident with drafts for Central and Eastern being supplied and Southern Region not attending.   

 

Joel’s Draft/Estimate Budget for NPC 2017  

 

NPC Costings Individual Group 
No. of 

People 
Comments 

Flights 256 3072 12 Up 13/1, Down 16/1 

Vans 79.92 959.1 12 Thrifty, Dunedin 12/1-17/1 

Food  100 1200 12 Estimate 

Accom 225 2700 12 Estimate 

Gear Transport 60 720 12 Estimate 

Fuel 83.3 1000 12 Estimate 

     

Sub Total 804.22 9651.1   

     

Entry Fee 75 750 10 To pay paid by Otago LSC 

     

Total 741.7583333 8901.1 12  

 



 

 

Note #2 Otago Gear Plan – Wish List 

 

 

Ideally want we want is to revert back to the old system of having our IRB trailer a 

Senior trailer and a junior trailer. Currently we are using both senior and junior trailers 

at one event because the gear is so messed up its easier to take everything and work 

from there. 

 

Over the past few weeks we have emptied all the current gear we have from trailers and 

are in the process of itemising it, We have then filled the junior trailer with everything 

we need to run an entire junior event which has left us with a list of items required to fill 

the senior trailer to a complete setup. 

 

WANT NEED 

2x more anchors 

2x display boards for back door of trailer 

(below) 

4x Carabiners and chains for cans 

5x Canvas covers for cans or paint to paint 

the cans instead 

3x droppers (1 from LLC budget) 

4 x spark plugs 

Some more flags made for arenas   

1x new set of trailer strops for IRBs 

Flags for lanes 

 

 


